| Time  | 22.6  
| 8:00  |armeens/Armenian
| 21.6  | Arithmetic
| 20.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 17.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 16.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 15.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 14.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 13.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 12.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 11.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 10.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 9.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 8.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 7.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 6.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 5.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 4.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 3.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 2.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 1.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 0.6   |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 22.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 21.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 20.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 19.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English
| 18.6  |_Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English

**22.6 (4:00) - 21.6 (3:00)**
Armenian Arithmetic

**20.6 (2:00) - 19.6 (1:00)**
Final Exam - Organizing and coping, English